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Reference 1: Kinetic Urban Furniture

Urban Imprint, Studio Ini

The installation involves materials often used 
in construction and made flexible & reactive. 
As a visitor steps into the installation, a 
flexible floor depresses around their foot, 
triggering a system of pulleys that tighten and 
lift the roof into a dome shape above the 
inhabitant’s head. The design intends to revert 
the typical relationship humans have with the 
urban environment. Here the structure adapts 
to people.

The leather-like skin is made from a mixture of 
rubber and concrete and is coloured dark red, 
picking up on the hues of the brick walls. As 
the honeycomb pattern allows free 
movement, punctures allow natural light to 
filter through.



Reference 2: Kinetic Urban Furniture

ITECH Research Demonstrator 2018-19
https://vimeo.com/350144840

● showcasing the potential of computational 
design, simulation and fabrication processes 
in bio-inspired architecture

● inspired by the folding mechanisms of the 
Coleoptera coccinellidae (Ladybug) wings.

● composed of two adaptive folding elements 
made of carbon and glass fibre-reinforced 
plastic.

● create a shelter and seat for the users

https://vimeo.com/350144840


The pavilion has an iconic double-looped shape, a spiralling 
exhibition space, biking lanes, a pool of water and a dynamic 
illumination of both inner spaces and outer facades. During 
nighttime the facade displays a vibrant show of patterns and 
animations that made the building come to life. The media facade 
has 3600 pixels along the spiralling outer surface produced by a 
pattern of holes, which were fitted with diffusing tubes in different 
sizes. Each tube has a multi-color LED fixture and was controlled 
by a custom media playback system. This system is also tied in 
with a series of light and temperature sensors around the building, 
thereby controlling both light intensity and color temperature.

Reference 3: Interactivity

The Denmark Pavilion (Expo 2010-Shanghai, BIG)
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Site: Willemsplein, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam



References: River Precedent

Cheonggyecheon Stream
Seoul, South Korea

- urban renewal and beautification
- gentrification of adjacent areas 
- Species of fish, birds, and insects have increased significantly
- promoted the urban economy through amplifying urban infrastructure for a 

competitive city in the business and industrial area centered on the stream.
- functions: popular for tourist, locals, lunch place for office workers.
- dynamically changes along the stream to meet different requirements for 

each area
- gathering along. river motion - movement. 

Dutch version:

bike path, walking,vegetation sitting, ledge
walking, amphitheatre, stage
walking, seating / stairs, tourist viewpoint



Ideas on what your group project will (or could) focus on and what the individual foci within each group will be with respect to D2RP&O

The approach involves D2RP&O with the aim is to improve process- and material-efficiency in construction as well as embed intelligence in the built 
environment by (1) robotically optimizing material distribution and by (2) embedding sensor-actuators that are enabling interaction between users and 
physically built environment.

The 3D printed pieces of furniture such as stools/chairs, benches, pavilions, moorings and water taxi/info/food booths with integrated 
sensor-actuators will be proof of concept for:

(a) Process- and material-efficiency achieved through smart robotic (i.e. selective) material deposition. Material considered is 3D printed wood 
polymers.

(b) Smart operation by integrating sensor-actuators such as light dependent resistors, infrared distance sensor, pressure sensor, etc. informing lights, 
speakers, ventilators, etc. in order to allow users to customize operation and use of the urban furniture. 

Focus



Group Brief

Interactive Data Ideas
1. Human activity (walking, sitting, laying down, 

etc.) and required space
2. Shelter (rain, solar, radiation, etc.)

Sensors/Inputs
1. Humidity
2. Temperature
3. Pollutants
4. Pressure
5. Proximity
6. Motion
7. Sound
8. Vision
9. Manual input, etc.

10. Wind



Group Brief

Actuators
1. RGBW lighting
2. AR
3. Kinematics
4. Pneumatics
5. Sound
6. Watering, etc.

UI
1. Illumination brightness, color, and turn on/off 

rhythm
2. Watering
3. Kinematics
4. Pneumatics, etc.



Structure: Voronoi Diagram

In mathematics, a Voronoi diagram is a partition of a plane into regions close to each of a given set of objects. In the simplest 
case, these objects are just finitely many points in the plane (called seeds, sites, or generators). For each seed there is a 
corresponding region consisting of all points of the plane closer to that seed than to any other. These regions are called 
Voronoi cells. The Voronoi diagram of a set of points is dual to its Delaunay triangulation.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mathematics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Partition_of_a_set
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plane_(geometry)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Duality_(mathematics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Delaunay_triangulation


Structure: Voronoi Origami



Material: 3D printed wood polymers

Poroso Wall, Emerging Objects                                                         Stonefil filaments. Source: Formfutura
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Site



Ferry Terminals, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam
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7. Willemsplein, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam



Willemsplein Activities Mapping

?

Current activities (action and 
interaction) :

- walk (pass-by)
- cycle
- wait
- skate

Possible activities :

- interact / engage (stop)
- exercise
- exercise
- shelter

- picto for each act



7. Willemsplein, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam



Waterbus

● battery-operated passenger ferry since 2018
● to operate for sixteen hours per day and be 

charged two times an hour
● high-end lithium battery with a long lifespan
● do we want to power HVAC capacity from the 

batteries? Or do we want to include another 
power source

● -> dedicated seat heating and cooling, 

= decreased operational costs and zero carbon 
emissions



Precedents



Form: River Inspired



Form to Challenge Interaction

● Body challenging



Kinetic: Adaptive Seating for Interaction

● body activated / body responsive



Reference 2: Kinetic Urban Furniture

ITECH Research Demonstrator 2018-19
https://vimeo.com/350144840

● showcasing the potential of computational 
design, simulation and fabrication processes 
in bio-inspired architecture

● inspired by the folding mechanisms of the 
Coleoptera coccinellidae (Ladybug) wings.

● composed of two adaptive folding elements 
made of carbon and glass fibre-reinforced 
plastic.

● create a shelter and seat for the users

https://vimeo.com/350144840


Urban Furniture - Idea 2

Urban Furniture as fountain, bench, shelter imbedded all in one body



Modularity

Infinity system:

● 4 elements: flat; medium-low, 
medium-high-high

● 2 different degrees of curvature 
● → circular, semi-circular, linear



Materialisation



Materials 

Poroso Wall, Emerging Objects                                                         

EXPANDS 
concrete / rubber polymer

COMPRESS / STRETCH
Thermoplastic elastomer

LIFTS / FALL
Plywood, Elastic bands

3D Printed Wood Bio-polymers



Energy: solar-powered electricity for sound and lighting
Solar powered bench for

● device charging
● sound/music production
● lighting on other hand to project shadow on 

semi-transparent structure
● cells above seat open/ close according to 

lighting condition

- related to energy efficiency of waterbus (ferry)



Concept



Idea 1: Infinity System + Hacking Urban Furniture

● Network of urban furniture placed along the river at each Waterbus terminal.

● Design detailed for Willemsplein Terminal for its key location: historic - new; multi-modal intersection; 
proximity to big park; number of users.

● To provide better shelter and (un?)comfortable seating with element of playfulness to revive a gray & 
static zone and to change the sedentary lifestyles promoted by the built environment.

● To allow stations to inform each other about the number of users at each station + Sensor Unit will 
allow Urban Furniture Network owner to get feedback from each installation.



● Modular system 
according to 
seating required 
/terminal

● Adaptive use 
according to 
specificity of 
/terminal

● Lightens up 
through light 
sensor

● Shape inspired 
by the river

Idea 1: Sketches





Urban Furniture Idea



A modular furniture system inspired by the motion of the river that promotes the freedom of movement of our bodies. The 
furniture system challenges the user to find new ways of seating and expressing the body. The furniture also undulates like 
waves, and has a kinetic shading system to provide shade when needed. 

Idea 1: Sketches

Concept Design



Idea 1: Sketches
- provides seating for ferry 

terminal 
- seating for adjacent office areas
- shelter for people waiting for the 

ferry 
- art piece / beautification of the 

local area

Concept Design



Idea 2

wave concept a voronoi module The modules combined manually and 
built up kinetically to provide more 

comfortable seating

Sitting with shelter

The outcome



Further Ideas / Questions



Urban Furniture - Idea 4

 
Social distance Seating:

- Seating for ferry terminal 
- pressure from one point pushes mesh down and lifts corresponding 

part up 750mm (highest point) away 
- enforces social distancing measures for pandemic / post-pandemic 

society  - or just enforces strangers away because no one likes 
sitting next to strangers

- useful as people in small groups can sit with each other and 
750mm barrier moves relative to seating / pressure

- Inspired by Variable Stiffness 

Interactive element: Recognises how many people are sitting on the bench 
and informs other terminals 

To be developed:
How long will this bench be? 
Multiple levels? Amphitheatre seating?

Q: Does the furniture have to be printed as one element? Flexibility and 
range of the elements? 



Urban Furniture Idea 4: Precedent



Urban Furniture Idea 4: Materiality

EXPANDS

concrete / rubber polymer

COMPRESS / STRETCH

Thermoplastic elastomer

LIFTS / FALL

Plywood, Elastic bands
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Site



Ferry Terminals, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam
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Ferry Terminals, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam
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7. Willemsplein, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam



Willemsplein Activities Mapping

Current activities (action and 
interaction) :

● walk (pass-by)
● cycle
● wait

Possible activities :

● interact / engage
● exercise

+

=

?



7. Willemsplein, Nieuwe Maas, Rotterdam



Waterbus Sustainability Strategy

● battery-operated passenger ferry since 2018
● to operate for sixteen hours per day and be 

charged two times an hour
● high-end lithium battery with a long lifespan
● do we want to power HVAC capacity from the 

batteries? Or do we want to include another 
power source

● -> dedicated seat heating and cooling, 

→ less operational costs + zero carbon emissions



Precedents



River Inspired Shape



Form to Challenge Interaction

● Body challenging
● body activated / 

body responsive



Form Inspiration



Old Idea New Manifestation



Adaptable Structure



Structure



Voronoi Applied to Bench Design 
Design & Material Optimisation in Biomimicry Biomimicry for Flexibility & Strength



Materialisation



Circular Additive Materials



Bio-Polymer Components 

Additive: 
THERMOPLASTIC 
ELASTOMER for 
for flexibility
(compress / stretch)

Structural Granulate: 
BIO-PLASTIC WITH 
CELLULOSE FIBRES 
FROM SAWDUST
Good printing quality
Rotterdam produced

Cladding Filler: 
WOOD/ COCONUT / 
BAMBOO / CORK 
FIBER 
for comfort (softness)
Den Hague produced



3D Printed Piezoelectric for Electricity Generation 

Piezoelectric 3D Printed Piezoelectric Chair 

Watch: Engineers pioneer 3D printed 
piezoelectric materials for smart infrastructure 
(3dprintingmedia.network)

Compressive-mode piezoelectric energy harvester to 
Harness energy from deformation and stretching 
excitations. 

The energy is to be used for:

● lighting responsive to user flow
● integration with the Waterbus 

sustainability scheme 

Flexible piezoelectric composite for 3D printing 
materials that can be customized to:

● convert movement, impact and stress 
into electrical energy

● Here, the structure itself is the 
sensor—it can monitor itself

By programming the 3D active topology, you can 
achieve pretty much any combination of 
piezoelectric coefficients within a material, and 
use them as sensors that are not only flexible and 
strong, but also respond to pressure, vibrations 
and impacts via electric signals that tell the 
location, magnitude and direction of the impacts 
within any location of these materials.

https://www.3dprintingmedia.network/3d-printed-piezoelectric-materials/
https://www.3dprintingmedia.network/3d-printed-piezoelectric-materials/
https://www.3dprintingmedia.network/3d-printed-piezoelectric-materials/
https://www-sciencedirect-com.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/topics/engineering/harvesters


Sensors



Piezoelectric Sensor 



Actuators



Interactive Lights 
Sensor: pressure / light - realises how many people are 
seated.

Actuator: the lights running along the structure moves 
around the person like water. 

Actuator: the pressure point sends a signal to an app / 
google maps that lets users know how many people are 
at the previous terminal / how full the ferry is. 

Function: to see the capacity of the ferry. 

Other potential features: 

- changes color depending on how many users 
there are waiting 

- light flashes when ferry is approaching
- collects data on how often people use, what 

times, to go where and it sells data for 
marketing - find investors

Function: Beautification / tourist interaction.



Interactive light / sound

Rise Los Angeles, CA 2014 

The ceiling installation extends the typical 
training soundtrack found in high-impact 
workouts into an immersive spatial 
environment. Once the workout begins and the 
lights are turned down the installation comes 
alive through a large array if internal LEDs. At 
first glance, the installation appears to just be a 
rocky surface, but the precise gaps between 
the panels allow the reflected light from the 
LEDs to pass through in irregular ways to 
create an animated surface that ranges 
between simple fades to a field of lighting.The 
LEDs are programmed with various 
behaviors to accompany the different 
soundtracks played during workouts.The 
installation serves as both a sculptural ceiling 
under normal conditions and a high-intensity 
interactive light field during workout sessions. 

Ideas for our design:
- Light reacts to the movement of passers-by
- Light reacts to ambient noise
- Light flashes when waterbus arrives



Design Development



Overall Approach

Responsive Kinetic Transformable



Overall Concept: Shapes of the River



Overall Concept: Modular Assembly



Design 1: Concept

ModularSymbolic Pattern Based



Design 1: Module

Seating 1

Seating 2 
(lying)

Standing 1
(lower)

Chair Back

Standing 2
(higher)



Design 1: Combinations 

Compact seating 
that offers views to 
different sceneries

Forming a safe, collective 
space in the middle (for 
example kids)



Design 1: Combinations 

Interconnected 
seating that can be 
used as a platform 
for activities

Linear form along 
the river offering 
more exposure to 
the surrounding



Design 1: Visions



Design 2



Design 2: 
Plan 

Elevation
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Design 3: Concept



Design 3: Module

Module 1
Seating for 1 or 2 people

Module 2
Seating with shelter



Design 3: Vision



Voronoi



Questions



Question

● Do we need to put the finish on the furniture, or just the 3D print bio-polymer only?

● How do we integrate the sensors with the voronoi structure if it is with empty cells?
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